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Abstract

NASA is again actively involved in aircraft icing research. This paper briefly describes the new research activity in ice protection systems, icing instrumentation, experimental methods, analytical modeling for the above, and in-flight research. The renewed interest in aircraft icing has come about mainly because of the need for all-weather helicopters and general aviation aircraft. Because of increased fuel costs, tomorrow's commercial transports also will require new types of ice protection systems compatible with the more efficient high bypass and turboprop engines. And all types of aircraft require better estimates of the aerodynamic penalties caused by ice on unprotected surfaces.

Introduction

If an aircraft is to fly safely through icing clouds, it requires protection on those surfaces that suffer unacceptable aerodegradation from ice accretion. During the 1940's and 1950's, both the NACA and industry helped solve the icing problems for those aircraft that flew IFR (instrument flight rules), which included mainly the commercial and military transports, a few general aviation aircraft, but no helicopters. (1, 2)

Today, due to technological advances in avionics and flight controls, nearly all helicopters and general aviation aircraft can be equipped to fly IFR. Yet only a few military helicopters have icing clearances, and no civil helicopter has yet been certified by the FAA for flight into forecasted icing. Many of today's general aviation aircraft are certified for icing, but they rely on ice protection technology that is over 25 years old. The relatively small payload fraction and low power margins of these smaller aircraft mean that their ice protection systems must be light in weight and low in power consumption. Since small objects accrete ice faster than large objects, all the deleterious effects of icing happen faster and are more serious on small, unprotected aircraft: drag rise, torque rise, power loss, lift deterioration, stall angle decrease, and stall speed increase.

Because of high fuel costs, today's large commercial transports need lighter and more efficient ice protection systems. Tomorrow's transport aircraft will need alternatives to the hot-air ice protection system because bleed air will be scarce on the more efficient high-by-pass-ratio engines or high speed turboprop engines.

Thus, the helicopter, general aviation, light transport, and commercial transport aircraft now share common icing requirements: highly effective, lightweight, low-power consuming deicing systems, and detailed knowledge of the aerodynamic penalties due to ice on aircraft surfaces.

NASA has organized a new aircraft icing research program at the Lewis Research Center to help solve the icing problems for modern aircraft. This new program is concentrating on (1) new ice protection systems, (2) new icing instrumentation, (3) improved icing test facilities and icing techniques (especially for helicopters), and (4) widespread use of large, high speed computers to lower development and certification time and cost. Our long-range plan is based on recommendations made in several studies of the icing needs for modern aircraft. (3-7) This report gives an overview of NASA's current efforts in this new icing research program.

NASA Aircraft Icing Program

Figure 1 shows on the left the main elements of NASA's current aircraft icing research program, and on the right the detailed efforts included in each element. We shall briefly describe the research efforts in each element.

Ice Protection Systems

Pneumatic Deicers for Helicopters. Currently, helicopter rotor blades use electrothermal deicers. An alternative is the pneumatic boot deicer, which offers the potential of lower weight, lower power consumption, simpler operating controls, and lower costs. In a joint research program, NASA Lewis and B. F. Goodrich Co. developed pneumatic deicer boots for UH-1H helicopter rotor blades. (8) The best deicer boots tested in the Lewis Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) (Fig. 2) were installed on a U.S. Army UH-1H helicopter at the Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity at Edwards AFB, California. These boots will be tested on the UH-1H in icing this winter under a joint program between the Army, NASA Ames, and B. F. Goodrich Co.

Electrothermal Deicers. Lewis is developing one- and two-dimensional transient heat conduction codes to analyze electrothermal deicer systems. (9) To obtain validation data for the codes, B. F. Goodrich Co. will install an electro-thermal heater blanket on a UH-1H rotor blade section and Lewis will instrument it with thermocouples between the various layers of the heater blanket. The UH-1H blade section will be tested on an oscillating blade rig in the IRT. These tests and the heat conduction codes may help determine proper heater power levels and on/off times as a function of outside air temperature and cloud liquid water content.
Glycol Fluid Systems. There is considerable interest in freezing-point-depressant systems. The University of Kansas, under a grant from Lewis, has tested the glycol system on two modern general aviation airfoils in the IRT (Fig. 3). The systems used the modern fluid distributor made of stainless steel mesh by TKS, Ltd., of Great Britain. We have also tested a fluid distributor made of a porous composite material that offers the potential advantages of lighter weight and lower costs than the stainless steel mesh. Further development of the composite distributor is needed before it can replace the stainless steel distributor. Another application for the leading edge fluid distributor is to keep bugs off laminar flow wings. In a joint program between NASA Langley and Lewis, a fluid distributor will be installed on a laminar flow wing and tested for bug and ice protection. Lewis is using all test data on the glycol system to develop a data base and design procedure for the modern porous leading edge fluid distributors, which are more efficient than the distributors tested in the 1940's and 1950's.

Electromagnetic Impulse Deicers. The electromagnetic impulse system offers a potential alternative to the conventional hot-gas anti-icing systems. The heart of this system consists of a flat, spirally wound coil of wire installed inside the leading edge of the airfoil. When a capacitor is discharged through the coil, the magnetic field of the coil induces eddy currents in the airfoil skin, causing it to deflect rapidly.

An electromagnetic impulse deicer system for commercial transports was recently tested in the IRT in a joint Lewis/industry program (see Fig. 4). Data from the tests are being analyzed. Lewis has also assembled a NASA/university/industry team to develop the impulse system for both general aviation and transport aircraft. Wichita State University, under a grant from Lewis, has set up an interdisciplinary team composed of aeronautical, electrical, and structural engineers who are working with several airframers and engine manufacturers to design and test impulse systems.

Icephobics. Icephobics is the generic name given to any material that, when applied to a surface, reduces the adhesive bond between the ice and the surface. Besides reducing the adhesive bond of ice, an icephobic suitable for aircraft must also resist erosion by rain and sand, must not be carried away with the shed ice, and must withstand exposure to weather including the sun's heat and ultraviolet rays.

As part of a joint program between NASA, the Air Force, and the Army, several icephobic coatings were tested in the IRT. No coating, however, met all of the above criteria. Lewis currently has a grant with Clarkson College of Technology to develop an icephobic coating. Dr. H. Jelinek, the principal investigator for this grant, successfully developed an icephobic coating for the St. Lawrence Seaway locks while he was working for the Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory.

Experimental Methods

Icing Research Tunnel. The Lewis Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) is the largest icing wind tunnel in North America (Fig. 8). The IRT has a 6-ft high by 9 ft wide by 20 ft long test section; a top airspeed of 300 mph; a refrigeration plant which produces total air temperatures down to -30°F and which provides for year-round operation; and 77 air atomizing water nozzles which produce a simulated icing cloud with liquid water contents from 0.5 to over 2 g/m². The IRT test section operates from sea level (at 0 mph) to 3000 ft altitude (at 300 mph). The IRT was built in 1944; today it is in continual use and constantly has a 2-year backlog of test requests. The IRT can test selected
full-scale components such as airfoils and engine inlets, and it has even tested propellers and aircraft engines in the diffuser leg down stream of the main test section.

Airfoil Performance in Icing. The authors present data on the aerodynamic degradation of two-dimensional airfoils in icing. From tests in the IRT during the 1940's and 1950's empirical formulas were developed (12) that predict lift and drag increments while accounting for chord and thickness of the airfoil, liquid water content and temperature of the cloud, airspeed, and duration of the icing encounter. We recently tested in the IRT two airfoils currently used on general aviation aircraft. One of these airfoils has a blunt leading edge that gives higher maximum lift coefficients and "softer" stall characteristics than the older airfoils that were tested to obtain the empirical formulas. Figure 9 shows the drag predicted from the empirical formula versus the measured drag for the two airfoils over a wide range of icing conditions. Most of the data for the modern airfoils fall within the rather wide spread of results for the older airfoils. But Fig. 9 shows that the empirical formula seriously overestimates the drag for the modern airfoils, which were tested only for the modern airfoils. These results point up the need for better analytical methods for predicting airfoil performance in icing.

Other modern airfoils, such as laminar flow control wings and supercritical wings will be tested in the IRT to determine how ice affects the aerodynamic performance of these newer airfoils. NASA Lewis has also contracted with Sikorsky Aircraft to test five modern rotor blade sections in the Canadian National Research Council's high speed icing tunnel. The rotor airfoils are two-dimensional, six-inch chord, scale models. Sikorsky will obtain increments in lift, drag, and pitching moments caused by ice accretion, at Mach numbers up to about 0.7 with the airfoils both fixed and oscillating. They will also document the ice shapes by making molds of the accreted ice. This data for modern airfoils will be made available to the rotorcraft industry for estimating rotor blade forces and pitching moments caused by ice. Model rotors could also be tested in the IRT to guide their analytical studies in ice accretion modeling and aero performance penalty predictions.

Testing with Artificial Ice. High speed computers are now available and must be used to model the ice accretion process and to analyze the complex flow around airfoils having rough, irregular-shaped ice caps that can cause flow separation and reattachment. To determine what physics must be included in the aerodynamic flow model, static pressures must be measured on the surface of the airfoil and the ice cap. These surface pressures are extremely difficult to measure under icing conditions, so we have replaced the actual ice on the leading edge with a wooden replica and obtained static pressures and drag data in the IRT with the icing cloud turned off. (12) Drag results are shown in Fig. 10 for both the real ice and the wood replica (roughness was simulated with grit) for both rigid and flexible ice. The drag for the artificial ice agreed satisfactorily with the real ice. Fixed-wing aircraft are often flown with artificial ice in order to determine the aeroplane characteristics due to ice. Artificial ice may some day be applied to helicopter rotor blades to determine aeroplane characteristics.

Helicopter Test Rigs. As mentioned earlier, no commercial helicopter is yet certificated by the FAA for flight into forecasted icing. A key reason for this lag in technology is the lack of adequate ice-

ing test facilities for helicopters and their components. Flight testing in natural icing clouds is expensive because experience indicates that it would take several years of winter flying in natural icing conditions to prove that the helicopter meets icing certification criteria. It would be even longer to get research type of icing data.

Two icing simulators exist for testing complete helicopters: The Icing Spray Rig, a ground test facility at Ottawa, Canada; and the HIS (Helicopter Icing Spray System), the U.S. Army's in-flight icing simulator. The Ottawa Spray Rig tests helicopters in hover or low-speed transition. The HIS tests helicopters in forward flight. Both operate only in the winter season and are subject to the whims of the weather.

The Lewis IRT has tested full-scale engine inlets for nearly all U.S. helicopters that fly IFR. What the helicopter industry lacks is an icing tunnel that can test main rotor blades under simulated flight conditions. An attempt to see if the IRT can be useful in testing rotor blades, we are building two rotorcraft test rigs (Fig. 11): an oscillating blade rig and a rotating blade rig. The oscillating blade rig will simulate variations in pitch angle during forward flight, thereby giving more realistic ice shape data on full-scale rotor blades. This aerodynamic data may be useful in predicting performance degradation of helicopters without ice protection. The oscillating rotor blade in the IRT may also prove useful for initial testing of deicer systems even though the oscillating rig does not simulate centrifugal forces and the air speed is less than Mach 0.4 in the IRT.

The rotating blade test rig will be used to test an OH-58 tail rotor (about 5 ft in diameter). Rotating blade test results will be compared with oscillating blade test results to determine the importance of centrifugal force and Mach number on ice shape. The main usefulness of the rotating blade rig will be to study the ice formations and to measure the aerodynamic degradation caused by the ice. Model rotors could also be tested in the IRT, but the icing scaling laws must be verified, and nozzles are required to produce water droplet volume median diameters less than 10 μm. We are working toward these goals.

Lewis has been advocating that their now dormant Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT) be rehabilitated into a propulsion and icing wind tunnel (Fig. 12). The new AWT would have two test sections: a 20-ft diameter section with speeds up to Mach 1 and a 45-ft diameter section with speeds up to 50 knots. The high speed section would test deicers on oscillating, full-scale rotor blades up to blade-tip Mach numbers; it would test helicopter inlets with simulated rotor downwash, and it would do complete rotor tests on typical scale model rotors. The low-speed section would test complete helicopters (with truncated blades), and it would have a rotor whirl rig for testing full-scale rotor blade deicer systems.

Icing Scaling Laws. All icing simulation facilities are limited in the model size they can test and in the air speed, altitude, droplet size, liquid water content, and temperature they can attain. As a consequence they cannot duplicate all of the icing conditions necessary to test an aircraft component. To get around these facility limitations, icing scaling laws were derived in the 1950's; (14) however, these relationships have never been properly verified. Proper experimental
verification is extremely difficult because of serious facility and icing instrument limitations.

In an attempt to verify the icing scaling laws, Lewis and AEDC (Arnold Engineering Air Development Center, Tullahoma, Tenn.) have entered into a joint research program. The experimental verification uses the complementary capabilities of the large, low-speed Lewis IRT and the small, high-speed AEDC free jet. Lewis is performing research on the energy balance, the heat transfer coefficients, and the catch efficiency of airfoils to improve the existing icing scaling laws. AEDC is testing several spray nozzles to find one that produces the small droplets required for testing small-scale models and also to improve all icing simulation facilities. Verification tests will consist of testing a series of airfoils under several sets of icing tunnel conditions that are predicted by the scaling laws to give equivalent drag and ice shape results.

Verified icing scaling laws would (1) permit accurate tests at actual facility conditions, which duplicate the results of conditions unattainable by that facility, and (2) permit tests of small-scale models of aircraft and rotors to determine the aeropenalities of icing.

Analytical Methods

The NASA aircraft icing research effort includes extensive aircraft icing analysis. The long-term goal is to use computers to predict the details of an aircraft icing encounter. Computer codes will be developed to predict changes in overall aircraft performance and aircraft handling characteristics due to ice accretions on unprotected surfaces. Other codes will be developed to design ice protection systems and analyze their performance.

Today's large, high-speed digital computers were not available to the NASA icing researchers in the 1940's and 1950's, and up until 1980 virtually no icing analysis codes were published in the open literature. The increasing costs of icing flight tests provide strong motivation to substitute aircraft icing analysis methods for test programs where possible.

Currently we are developing some of the required codes and verifying their accuracy with appropriate experiments. These codes are being developed through a combination of in-house efforts and various grants and contracts. Figure 13 indicates the large number of computer codes required. Also shown are some (but by no means all) of the required interfaces. The figure also shows areas of current research in NASA.

Water Droplet Trajectory Codes. FWG Associates, Inc., is developing a particle trajectory code to calculate two-dimensional trajectories about single- and multi-element airfoils, two-dimensional inlets, and asymmetric inlets at angle of attack (symmetry plane only). The flow fields are calculated using appropriate Douglas Aircraft potential flow codes.

Atmospheric Science Associates has developed a three-dimensional particle trajectory code for calculating trajectories about three-dimensional nonlifting and lifting bodies. The code can calculate water droplet trajectories about the complete airframe as well as the small-scale models and test articles. The code developed by Douglas Aircraft are used to predict the aircraft flow field.

Ice Accretion Modeling Codes. The University of Dayton Research Institute is developing an ice accretion modeling code which will calculate two-dimensional ice accretion shapes on airfoils for rime through glaze icing conditions. The approach extends the work of Stallabrass and Lozowsk(18) and Ackley and Templeton.(19) The code is compatible with the water droplet trajectory code developed by FWG, and allows the airflow field and resultant collection efficiency to be recomputed as the ice accretion changes the airfoil contour.

Transient Heat Conduction Codes. The University of Toledo is developing one- and two-dimensional heat conduction codes to model electrothermal deicers. A preliminary version of the one-dimensional code is given in Ref. 9. The codes include a moving water-ice interface because flight test results indicate that rotor blade surface temperatures can reach 60°F before the ice sheds.

Aerodynamic Performance Codes. The Ohio State University is developing a capability for predicting aerodynamic performance degradation of airfoils due to ice accretions.(20) They start with existing aerodynamic analysis codes for airfoils, and modify them wherever needed to model the flow around airfoils with ice accretions. As a separate activity, Ohio State is developing a method to predict overall aircraft performance degradation that uses the results of the various other two-dimensional codes being developed.

Texas A and M University is using the fixed-wing methodology developed at Ohio State University and extending it to calculate the performance degradation of propellers and helicopter rotors in both hover and forward flight.

As Fig. 13 indicates, several additional computer codes remain to be developed. But first, fundamental experiments must be conducted to gain a better understanding of the physics to guide the modeling efforts. Also of critical importance is accurate verification data to determine code capabilities and limitations. Unfortunately little verification data exist and getting some of it will require new icing simulation facilities, test rigs, and instrumentation capabilities.

Flight Research

Lewis has started an icing research flight program using NASA's Otter airplane (Fig. 14). It will be flown out of Lewis during the icing season from November through April. A joint U.S. Army/NASA helicopter flight test program is also discussed below. The flight programs are intended to insure that researchers conducting icing tests in the IRT or developing computer codes in support of icing have first-hand knowledge of how their results compare with flight test results in real icing conditions.

Validation Data for Icing Simulation Facilities. There does not seem to have been any systematic attempt to prove that icing simulators do a reasonable job of duplicating the natural icing conditions. Lewis plans to obtain, during flights in natural icing conditions, ice shapes on standard cylinders and airfoils that any icing simulator can try to reproduce.

For example, the same airfoils and cylinders used in flight will be installed in the IRT where flight icing conditions (airspeed, LWC, drop size, and temperature) will be duplicated. Drag, ice shapes, and ice growth characteristics obtained in the IRT will be compared with those from natural icing. The flight and IRT data comparisons will
measure the IRT's ability to simulate natural icing conditions.

Instrument Evaluation. This flight program affords an opportunity to compare several modern cloud instrumentation with one another and also with the rotating multicylinders and slide instruments that were used in the 1940's and 1950's. The Twin Otter will be equipped with all of the modern, flightworthy cloud instruments.

Icing Cloud Data. On each icing flight NASA will collect icing cloud data and give it to the FAA who is collecting and correlating icing cloud data taken at lower altitudes with modern instrumentation.

Meteorology. NASA Langley has developed a numerical code (22) to forecast the future state of the atmosphere at mesoscale. The code is entitled MASS (Mesoscale Atmospheric Simulation). MASS uses a 50 km grid spacing over North America, with 14 levels in altitude and 51 sec computation time interval. After each icing flight, Lewis gives Langley the location and altitude where the Twin Otter encountered icing. Langley uses this data to validate MASS by backcasting the conditions at the specified location of the icing encounter.

Airplane Performance. NASA and the Ohio State University will conduct inflight icing experiments to measure lift and drag degradation of the Twin Otter's wings, and also overall airplane performance loss. Ohio State will install a heated wake survey probe and a static pressure belt on one of the Twin Otter's wings. Thrust horsepower measurement techniques will be developed. Flight results will be compared with similar results of tests in the IRT on a Twin Otter wing section.

Helicopter Performance. NASA (Lewis and Ames) and the U.S. Army (AVRADCOM, AT Ft. Eustis, VA and AEFA Edwards AFB, CA) have a joint helicopter flight research program. The purpose of this program is to determine if two-dimensional airfoil data can be used in existing helicopter performance codes to predict hover performance under icing conditions. The Army will fly a UH-1H helicopter in the Canadian Ottawa Spray Rig. After the UH-1H accumulates ice on its rotors, it will be moved out of the cloud and the Army will measure its performance characteristics. The UH-1H will land and NASA will document the ice formed on the rotor blades, using molding techniques and stereo photography. From these molds, full-scale, rotor airfoil sections will be made. These sections will be tested in a dry transonic wind tunnel to obtain lift, drag, and pitch moments. This section data will be used in helicopter performance codes to predict hover performance degradation. The predictions will be compared with the measured hover performance.

Concluding Remarks

As you can see from this review, NASA's new icing research program is broadbased, and covers both basic research and engineering applications. The program is well coordinated among the various NASA Research Centers, the FAA, the DOD, universities, industry, and some foreign governments. This coordination eliminates duplication of effort and facilities, and helps assure that we are working on the right problem.

Our planning and research reveal that the icing problem has four main needs: advanced ice protection concepts; improved icing instrumentation; advanced icing analysis methods; and improved icing test facilities. Ice accretion modeling and aerodynamic analysis of flows around rough, irregular ice surfaces with separated and reattached flows represents one of the most challenging problems remaining in classical fluid mechanics.
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Figure 2. Pneumatic bo...
Figure 4. - Electromagnetic impulse deceleration system shown installed in a leading edge strut in the LeRC Icing Tunnel.

Figure 3. - Glycol fluid distributor (porous stainless steel) on leading edge of wing in the LeRC Icing Research Tunnel.
Figure 5. - Results of tests comparing several liquid-water-content meters in the Lewis IRT.

Figure 6. - Effect of cloud volume median droplet size on ice shape and drag, from measurements in the Lewis IRT.
Figure 7. - Relationship between resonant frequency shift and ice thickness for the Microwave Ice Accretion Measurement Instrument (MIAMI).
Figure 6. - Loop schematic of the Lewis Icing Research Tunnel.
Figure 9. - Predicted drag increments due to ice accretion (from NASA TN D-2166) versus drag increments measured in the Lewis IRT.
Figure 12. - Flow circuit for proposed rehabilitation of the Lewis Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT).

Figure 13. - Flow chart showing NASA's methodology for aircraft icing analysis.
Figure 14. - The NASA icing flight research aircraft.